Summary of results of serological tests and diagnoses for 4774 cases of various autoimmune bullous diseases consulted to Kurume University.
Although many new disease entities of autoimmune bullous disease (AIBD) have recently been recognized, satisfactory immunological diagnostic methods and comprehensive classifications for various AIBDs have not been established. To identify immunological diagnostics and comprehensive classifications for AIBDs. We selected and examined 4774 patients with various AIBDs from our cohort of 5063 patients with difficult AIBDs, whose sera and information were sent for our diagnostic method from other institutes in either Japan or other countries over the last 19 years. We examined the sera by our immunological diagnostic methods including various immunofluorescence, immunoblotting and enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay tests to make final diagnoses. By our immunological diagnostic methods, we successfully made final diagnoses for approximately three-quarters of the difficult cases of AIBD, although the remaining cases could not be diagnosed. Using the results, we suggest the most extensive and newest classification of AIBDs, and also propose the most efficient algorithm of immunological tests for the diagnosis of various AIBDs. The results in this study of 4774 patients with various AIBDs indicate that our immunological diagnostic method is useful for making diagnoses for most patients with AIBD. However, we need further improvements including new immunological techniques to establish more satisfactory methods.